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Abstract: Crack healing demonstrate as a ability of metal to repair physical damage by restructuring the carbon microstructure. High-Temperature Hydrogen Attack (HTHA) destruction happens when carbon steel equipment is exposed to hydrogen partial pressure at high temperatures. This will result in damage that severely degrades the mechanical properties of carbon steel. HTHA always happen at high-stress area in carbon steel such as a post-weld-heat-treated weldment and bending area in the form of the fissure exerted by methane gas inside the equipment. As more fissures are formed, it leads to form micro cracks and weaken the steel to cause a rupture. HTHA is difficult and challenging to inspect. In this research, the HTHA locations were identified by magnetic particle inspection (MPI) and heat treatment was performed by heating to annealing temperature and slowly cooled in the furnace. The early stages of attack with fissures or even small cracks detected are difficult to detect. When significant cracking detected, the particular point is already at higher possibilities of equipment to fail. Previous research has elucidated that there is a possibility of HTHA crack to reduce if undergoes for heat treatment. Heat treatment implies carbon diffuse into the matrix and hydrogen atoms escape. Therefore, diffusion plays an important part in the healing of HTHA crack as it plays a key role in the HTHA process. In this study, the specimen is 4-inch (10.16 cm) elbow pipe of the pipeline between distillation column and heat exchanger with a wall thickness of 1-inch (2.54 cm) had failed due to HTHA from pipelines which have been operating for 10 years. The failure occurs during operation on the pipelines between distillation column and heat exchanger. The crack length has reduced once the failed part was reheated to the annealing temperature of 850°C and slowly cooled in the furnace. The heat treatment by annealing also can be an alternative for altering the structure of the material in order to achieve desired properties and prepare the situation for further decision making by the process operation responsibilities. The conclusion for this research is to identify HTHA locations and restructure the microstructure of affected carbon steel by heat treatment. Results revealed that cracks length had reduced 3 to 10% by heating the failed pipe to annealing temperature and then slowly cooled for microstructure recover. However, the hardness had reduced and further research should be extended to overcome this problem.
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I. INTRODUCTION

High temperature hydrogen attack (HTHA) is form of corrosion attack due to high temperature and hydrogen partial pressure. This attack of steels at high temperature is caused by hydrogen diffusing into the steel and react with carbides (of the steel by decarburization) to form methane gas (CH₄) which trapped in the steel. The trapped gaseous may form methane bubbles at grain boundaries and due to decarburization process, the steel reduces its strength and toughness especially at elevated temperature and hydrogen partial pressure leading to a rupture [1-4]. The investigation towards the incident concluded that the construction of refinery involved with high temperature and partial pressure of hydrogen need to be contracted with at least 1.25 wt% of chromium content [5-6]. However, frequent monitoring can be an alarm before a catastrophic accident happen. Normal practice to overcome HTHA and recommended by American Petroleum Institute (API:RP 941) : Steels for Hydrogen Service at Elevated Temperatures and Pressures in Petroleum Refineries and Petrochemical Plants, the Nelson curve is used to predict the occurrence of HTHA in various materials of construction as a function of temperature and hydrogen partial pressure [7-8]. This Nelson curves are predicted based on past equipment failure incidents and plotted based on self-reported process conditions that are ill-defined and still lack of consistency [9]. Table I show the operating parameter for this particular process involved the failed part. This guideline is used by corrosion engineer to decide for material upgrade referring to Nelson Curve [9]. Failure analysis such as MPI is one of nondestructive testing in failure analysis which can be done even during the operational process which involved high temperature [10]. The technique can be considered cheap and less hassle. This research was implemented MPI to identify HTHA locations before proceeds for heat treatment at the respective area to gain back its strength and hardness. Apart from identifying the failed area, heat treatment can be an alternative precaution before upgrading the material selection of affected equipment, by the annealing process.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Material Preparation for MPI

MPI is one of the non-destructive testing techniques which can detect surface and shallow sub surfaces flaws in most ferromagnetic materials [11-13].
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The procedure for MPI began by cleaning the sample from rust, oil, grease, paint and any contaminations using wire brush and remover. The cleaning process involved using the MPI spray kit that consists of a remover, followed by applying the base and finally the contrast enhancer spray. A clean specimen is shown in Fig 1 (a)-(c) was needed to avoid hindrances which might occur during the MPI procedure. Then, the magnetic field was introduced into the specimen by using a hand-held magnetic yoke (Fig 1d) which induced a magnetic field between two poles and in order to have a proper inspection, every inspection area needed to be rotated to detect horizontal and vertical discontinuities. It was important to ensure that the specimen was being magnetised during MPI while the ferromagnetic medium particles were still airborne and free to be attracted to the leakage fields. The size of indication, intensity and the amount of magnetic field could provide a rough estimation of the discontinuity size. After the HTHA had been discovered through the MPI technique, the failed area was cut using oxy-acetylene torch cutting and wire-cut electrical discharge machining (EDM) cutting, as shown in Fig 2 before proceeding with the heat treatment by annealing.

Table 1. Operating parameter of pipeline

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operating temperature</td>
<td>266°C (510.8°F)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design temperature</td>
<td>310°C (590°F)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating pressure</td>
<td>161 kg/cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design pressure</td>
<td>144 kg/cm²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service medium</td>
<td>Waxy distillate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a)

Fig 1. Failed pipe preparation for MPI

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig 2. Crack finding in curvature area

B. Heat Treatment

Heat treatment is a process of altering the structure of the material in order to achieve desired properties [10]. Previous research showed that post-weld heat treatment was the method that could reduce the stress in steel that was generated from the welding process [14-15]. The process of post-weld heat treatment consisted of a sequence of controlled heating and cooling steps applied to the welded structure using externally applied heating elements. This process gave the metal time to readjust to its original, prefabrication state and removed residual stress. The carbon in the steel became less reactive, inhibiting the reaction with hydrogen to form methane. Chemical resistance to HTHA was thus modestly improved in post-weld heat-treated steels.

The failed part was annealed to 850°C (1562°F) with the heating rate of 20°C per minute. The holding time was set for 2 hours. The thickness of the specimen was about 2.54cm (1-inch). Complete austenite would normally take at least 60 minutes with the holding time of 2 hours. Then, the specimen was slow cooled in a furnace. It took about 20 hours for the furnace to cool down to room temperature. The slow cooling rate was needed to avoid unwanted cracking on the specimen that would affect the aims of this research.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Carbon steel is more susceptible to HTHA compared to all other materials of construction. HTHA damage mechanism occurs when carbon steel equipment is exposed to hydrogen at high temperatures and high hydrogen partial pressures. HTHA focuses on the high-stress area in carbon steel like a post-weld-heat-treated area and bending areas in the form of fissures. Predicting and identifying equipment damage due to HTHA is complex. The MPI technique was able to clearly reveal the crack that penetrated which was initiated by decarburization. 5 samples identified as fissuring and cracks due to HTHA at weldment areas were selected and included at the heat affected zone (HAZ).

A. Visual Inspection

Fissures formed are due to very high pressure exerted by methane gas inside the equipment. As more fissures are formed, it leads to the formation of microcracks. Furthermore, these microcracks can also combine with other microcracks to form larger cracks that greatly weaken the steel and leads to the rupture of the equipment. Visual identified cracks presence on circumference (concave surface) inner surface of the carbon steel caused by the hydrogen attack. Fig 1(a) showed the carbon steel pipe that already undergoes failure due to hydrogen attack which has been cut by oxy-acetylene torch cutting and wire-cut EDM cutting on the welding area (high-stress area).

B. Post Heat Treatment Characterisation

Heat treatment was done on the specimen to observe the reduction of crack length after undergoing heat treatment. It was annealed to 850°C with a holding time of two hours. The crack length of the specimen is reduced to 9 mm from 13mm after undergoing heat treatment with a total crack reduction of 30.77% as shown in Fig 3 while Table 2 listed the crack reduction. Visual inspection also identified of oxide layer during heat treatment was fragile and can easily scrapped off.
The crack length was measured using Vernier caliper. Sample 1 shows the most crack reduction due to heat treatment compared to other specimens. However, the hardness of the sample in this research had reduced after the heat treatment process. This reveals that the mechanical properties of the pipeline did not improve after the heat treatment. However, there was a chance of an HTHA crack reduction when the sample underwent heat treatment.

There were possibilities that the carbon had diffused into the matrix and the hydrogen atoms had escaped and had a tendency to return to a lower Gibbs free energy condition before the cracks appeared [16-18]. Diffusion played an important part in the healing of HTHA crack as it was the key role in the HTHA process [19-21]. Despite the reduction of crack length, further investigation is needed to improve the failed part to how it used to be.

C. Microstructure Analysis

By observing the crack under the optical microscope, the images of the crack were obtained. The crack on the carbon steel specimen was caused by the formation of methane gas (CH₄), results from reaction of hydrogen with carbon in the steel. As the temperature and pressure were high, the methane gas did not escape and causing cracks on the wall of the carbon steel pipe (High Temperature Hydrogen Attack). Hence, Fig 4 below showed the crack that was contributed by the methane gas. The crack image that was observed under an optical microscope is 10x magnification.

SEM result on the metallography was done before the specimen which is the carbon steel undergo heat treatment and also after undergoing heat treatment. Fig 4 (e) and (f) show the crack surface image observed by SEM showing intergranular cracks of corrosion. Moreover, decarburization occurs where carbon steel loses the amount of carbon. It can be seen in Fig 4(b). The difference between the crack area and the not affected area showed that decarburization has occurred to the carbon steel that has been subjected to HTHA. The microstructure also was identified after the heat treatment. It was revealed that the surface was fully covered by oxide layer after the heat treatment. The base metal after heat treatment without oxide layer attached. The surface denser with porous granulations showing some carbon missing during hydrogen attack. The white granules seem to appear in numbers on the surface without an oxide layer. The oxide layer easily peeled off showing that a fragile and crystalline like structure (Fig. 4 (f)) was formed during heat treatment.

D. Electrochemical

The electrochemical was run for Tafel scan to identified current density after the sample had gone through heat treatment. The scan rate used is 2mV/sec where the area of the specimen is 8 cm². The value of corrosion current density \( I_{\text{corr}} \), corrosion potential \( E_{\text{corr}} \), open circuit potential \( \text{OCP} \) and corrosion rate (CR) can be obtained. Tafel plot as shown in Fig 3 gives the values 17.974 \( \mu \text{A} \), -656.783 mV and -656.9 mV for \( I_{\text{corr}} \), \( E_{\text{corr}} \), \( \text{OCP} \) respectively.
The corrosion rate was then calculated and given to value 26.081 mm/year. Quite a high rate due to oxidation reaction to give oxide layer for protection purposes. This gives a sign that the corrosion rate characterised the value of oxidation rate to formed oxide layer on carbon steel.

Fig. 5: Electrochemical by Tafel scan to identify current density and other corrosion properties

E. Hardness

Based on the result obtained for the hardness test before and after undergo heat treatment, it showed an increasing value for the hardness. An average is taken as the hardness value for before and after undergo heat treatment. Hardness before heat treatment was 115.18 ± 0.14 and after the carbon steel undergoes heat treatment, the value of hardness is increasing to 122.9 ± 0.00. It can be concluded that by doing heat treatment, the hardness of the carbon steel can be increased. Fig 14 shows the hardness graph. In the beginning, carbon steel was heated to a high temperature to convert the entire structure to the austenite phase. After that, upon slow cooling of austenite, austenite would change to coarse pearlite that is formed with a thick ferrite and cementite layers. For instance, upon cooling, austenite having a half carbon concentration and transform to a ferrite phase which is much lower carbon content and cementite phase which is much higher carbon content. Pearlite is the microstructural product of the transformation which is fairly tough. The slower the cooling rate, the thicker the pearlite layers are [5]. Hence, it influences the hardness result on why the result of hardness increase after undergoes heat treatment. It is due to the toughness characteristic of the pearlite. Hardness for pearlite is for about 180 B.H.N [6].

IV. CONCLUSION

HTHA is a damage mechanism that results in fissures and cracking which occurs when carbon steel equipment is exposed to hydrogen at high temperatures and pressures. The samples were taken from a cut-off pipeline which had failed during an operation due to HTHA. Failure analysis by MPI successfully revealed the locations of HTHA at weldment areas. The failure still occurred even though the pipeline was operated at a below design temperature, which was considered safe. By applying heat treatment to annealing temperature of 850°C and slow cooled in the furnace the crack length was reduced to 3% - 10%. This shows that heat treatment can be an alternative choice before further action can be made. Certainly, upgrading the equipment material of construction to a more HTHA-resistant steel is the best choice to promote safer choice in material selection.
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